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George Fox catches

the

"over-riding reason" for
deciding to go with the

Pepsi vending machines in
the SUB, dorm areas,
administration buildings,

Coke contract was

replaced by Coke, raising
questions as to why the
switch was made.
When Pepsi's contract
expired at the beginning of
the school year, bids for
the right to sell their

Pepsi contract would have
been renewed.
Jayson Jewell, junior
class president, explained

product were made by
Coke and Pepsi. There
decision

Coca-Cola

why the
company
increased

new

and

revenue

from the

any
vending machines goes to
activities, speakers, or
other expenses the junior
class might have. If there
profit

that

factors in

prevailed:

"the

increased revinue for the
junior class." According
to Berry, the junior class
will receive roughly 20%
more money than if the

gymnasium were

the

any money left over
the end of the year, it
is

score-boards.

at
is

transferred to their senior

Paul Berry, Director of
stated the
Athletics,

wave

treasury.

Jewell also noted that a
percent of the money
received from Coke comes
from the returning of
empty Coke cans, and that
is why large boxes are
placed beside the vending
machines.

Jennifer

Cooke

Emily

Two-year-old

Smith, the daughter of
Rawlen and Lois Smith,
has been placed on a
waiting list at UCLA

where

hospital officials

feel

"very confident"

she'll

4-6 hours to get to UCLA
and begin surgery. The
surgery itself averager:
"The
12-14 hours.
doctors say a liver
transplant is the most
complicated transplant
surgery they do now,"

Smith

get a liver.

But

for

now,

the

take

liver within the next four
months, she will have to

UCLA

so
take them to
there
get
will
they they
within the 4-6 hour time

be hospitalized.

Rawlen Smith,business

limit.

What

college's

Communication
Center (VCC) and his wife

Video

recently returned
from a trip to
where they looked into a
waiting list program at
UCLA. "In two or three
weeks, we'll have these
things in place and be
actively waiting for a

Lois

UCLA

liver,"

Smith

When

said.

the liver

is

found,
1

UL.

will have to
to the
helicopter
a

Portland Airport, then
have their chartered plane

Emily doesn't receive a

manager for the

said.

The Smiths

jeopardizing factor is time.
If

VOL.

C,
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'

keeps the Smith

family going through all of
"Prayers," said
this?
Smith. "It's the only thing
It's just
I know of.

something that comes and
you do what you have to
do."
suffers from
called biliary atresia, or
"lack of a duct in her
liver", which means that
bile doesn't get out of the

What Emily

is

Giving more than they
have in the last 8 drives
over a three year period,
GFC students donated 82
units of blood to the
American Red Cross on

"It was a great success,"
said sophomore Brad
Clark, who helped with

Oct. 26.
In the drive 93 persons

haven't had in past years."
Because of the success,
he said the next goal will
be 95 units at a blood

New score boards for
soccer, baseball, and
volleyball will also be
provided by Coke in return
for their use of the
scoreboards in advertising.
Pepsi could also have
provided the scoreboards,
but the decision was made
by Berry to go with the
Coke contract because of

turned out to donate with
11 deferred for various
medical reasons.
The drive exceeded the

the extra benefit for the
junior class.

Since that time 4,787 units
have been donated.

Liver search optimistic
By

•

goal surpassed

Four weeks ago, the

were two main

97132

0TH YEAR

Blood drive

By Polly Rose Meyer

and

10

The

intestines.

bile gets

under her skin and causes
her to itch, as well as
coloring her skin yellow.
also cannot
digest fats, so she is on a
special formula with the

Her body

fats already

The cost

the campaign.

He

said

there was enthusiasm
about the drive "like we

campaign

collection

scheduled for Feb.

9.

70-unit goal.

The

George Fox junior David
Maurer, from Boise,
senior,
and
Idaho,
Oppenlander,
Timothy
from Cornelius, reached

total is the highest

since April

of 1984 when

86 units were given. This
was the 52nd blood drive
since campus campaigns

began

the gallon-level of giving
with donations of their

in April of 1969.

eighth unit.

New VCRs
stolen

from VCC

Six video cassette recorders valued at $499. each were
from the Video Communication Center sometime

broken down.

stolen

for her special

during the evening of Oct. 26.

Rawlen Smith, business manager of the VCC, noticed they
and medication is now
$200 - $250 a month. A were missing shortly after 9 a.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 27. The
trust fund set up through Magnavox-made VCRs were purchased only three weeks
the North Valley Friends
"Our best guess is that during a class Monday night
Church takes care of that someone could have unlocked the back door and removed
Her surgery, them from the building," said Smith. "The police will be
expense.
covered by insurance, will following up on leads for whoever was in the building that

diet

anywhere from
be
$125,00 - $150,000.

After the surgery, she will
have to be put on rejection
medication for the rest of
her life, which will cost
approximately $8,000 per

evening (Oct. 26),

"

he added.

thieves took items that were easily marketable, the
police said. Since the VCRs were new they had not yet
lettering. Smith said that the other
marked with

The

been

GFC

VCC

was probably left alone
professional equipment in the
because it would look too questionable to sell.

year.

said Smith. "We have three
The VCRs were able
down."
Friends Church is having a others, but it does slow things
the Development
of
because
Christmas tree sale with to be purchased by the VCC
the
involves
that
campaign
the profits going towards Office's newly-launched

The

the

North

Valley

Emily Smith fund.

The U.S. National Bank
also has a trust fund set

up

"We do need to replace them,"

distribution of videotapes to alumni.

a theft - if the person that stole them
be prosecuted" said Smith.
"It's

is

found, they'll
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^Letters to the Editor.,.

the Editor's Desk: =

Terrorists or Activists?
Was it the choice for the new generation?
The switch from Pepsi

To the Editor:

Coke was a quick one. And
the advertisement wars seen on television seem to have
hit home.
Some would have preferred to stick with
Pepsi; others are eager to catch the wave and have
welcomed Max and the clan to the GFC campus

destroy what he tries to

wholeheartedly.
What we received from this change was scoreboards
advertising Coca-cola for the sports fields. But Pepsi
would have supplied scoreboards as well. Why did we
make the switch? - Apparently because the junior class
will be able to gain more revenue.
The choice for the new generation doesn't seem to be a
unanimous one, mostly because of the fact that few were
consulted, or even notified, of the switch.
Generally, those who are affected by a decision are
consulted on the issues and options before a change is

made.

While the junior class will benefit from this, what
about the rest of the students, and the faculty and staff?
Should the decision-making be left to just one person?
Who gave one person the authority to make those kinds
of decisions ?
Preferences in beverages may be a minor detail
compared to the other issues we deal with on campus.
But having one person make choices that affect
everyone remains hard to swallow.

I

seriously question the

motives
of
underground
"

the

leftist
organization on campus
which calls itself the
"Students for Better
Service".
From what I
understand, the word
service in this context
means the manner of
serving food.
From all
that I have seen, this
radical group is displaying
actions that are contrary to

such as drug addiction,

AIDS,

and

sex

pornography

in recent
chapel sessions.
While I recognize the fact
that these are very real

problems

world and
important for
people to be informed, I
am questioning whether
chapel is really the place
for such an intensive focus
that

it

in the

is

on these issues.
For example, the

clips of

shown

various films

in

Wednesday,

chapel

October 27. I literally felt
sick to my stomach when I
watched women being tied
up and men forcing
themselves onto them.
The clips were cut before
anything explicit was
shown
(which
I'm
thankful for!) but what

your eyes don't physically
see, your mind makes up
for
in
imagination.
Personally, I resent having
to go to a mandatory

chapel and
lectures

and

sit

and

taken, examined and
applied to our lives, not
is

George Fox's motto

"Experience Excellence."

As a prospective

the

letters

them

address

SUB

to

Box A.

All

must

signed

be

order
published.

to

Please

Editor.

to

student, I

continually heard and saw
phrase as I went
through the application
process. Usually, the first
this

building
students see

prospective
is

Hoover.

Try to imagine what you
would think if you walked
into Hoover and saw a

"Welcome

Jane Smith" and then saw
a poster several feet away
that said "My boyfriend

Crescent

welcomes

is

letters

in

be

me AIDS.

I

was

only worried about getting
pregnant."
Not a good
picture of the college, is it?

except probably to do a
I myself
am an "activist" in many
ways and I myself might

damaging prank.

Secondly, the fish in
the fountain had to be
taken during the night

be eaten that
not exactly
everyone's idea of "better
service." It is most likely
the work of a deranged
when a person acts to
to

is

want

to hear it in chapel
but think it is important
that people be informed,
how do I propose to solve
this "problem?" While I
don't have all the answers,
I just feel that for a
Christian college, chapel
time should be spent in the

Word and how it applies
our

lives,

to

not in graphic

lectures

on AIDS,

quoting

and

statistic

viewing

suggestive film clips.

around

six.

come in
The possum

been dropped from there
too.

because when I came in to
feed them in the morning
they were not there. I had
thought them to be hiding
although when I tried to
bring them out of their
hiding place, they were not
there. But I dismissed the
thought.
And when I
heard that the fountain was

recognized the evil thereby
vanquishing its purpose.
Over the decades it came

known by many
names:
naivete,
to

be

closemindedness, security,
and escape. Those within
the
walls
who had
succumbed to voluntary
blindness soon discovered

was wandering
alone with nothing more
than generic voices

Ignorance a
lethal sin

chanting catch phrases to
"It can't happen to me. I
don't want to talk about it.
Let's talk about how

happy we

all are,"

they

all

said.

To the Editor,
If they'd torn the walls

Regarding some of the
grievances over chapel

they'd have seen the
cancer that ate away at

discussions giving room
for "worldly" concerns,
I'm afraid our future may
lie
in
the following
fictitious diary entry
which, I think, speaks for

their
numbers.
But
instead they chose to die at

"activist" activity but rather
a "terrorist" activity.
So what am I driving at?
I am saying that I don't
believe there is even such a
thing as "Students for
Better Service." If there
ever was one, I think it is
just another false wall by a
group of pranksters who

have

*#*
than 200 years ago

an epidemic was spawned
on our land. It was no
disease, yet it was worse

And what if that same day,

pestilence.
It was the mortar that
cemented walls separating
those on the inside who
refused to see its effect on
themselves from those on

more

nothing

sensible

to

do

that

damaging practical jokes.

God help us

all,

Ever Camua

the hand of the most lethal
of sins: ignorance.

They were the only ones
with the true answer to
mankind's fallen dilemma,
but they chose to hide their
light

under a bushel.
be forgiven.
Cmdr. Lance Kerr

May they

—

down

***
Let's not be afraid to
discuss in our churches the
issues that face the world
outside, and let's pull our
lights out from hiding,
because the sun is setting

on this world and they're
going to be looking to us
for answers.
We won't
have the answers if we
don't take the time to
answer the questions.
Christopher S. Divine

G.F.C.

itself.

More

cause but cause damage
would be illogical
and downright stupid. It
would no longer be an
instead

that each

justify their denial.

Julie Isaac

part of your tour

on, but they don't. This is
my concern.
WpII vnn acV if T Hrm't

that these
types of activities are not
to achieve any cause

themselves to such secret
as
stealing
silverware from the
Commons, and catching
and confining possums as

than all plagues. And it
fueled the fires of every

was to sit
in on a chapel like some of
the recent ones?
We
understand what is going

and the

bags for transport.

One must admit

in confinement since
night-time and also very
tired.
The "threat" note
was hung from the roof
with a very long piece of
tape and the possum
would most probably have

mentioned in passing
with a verse here and

there.

twelve

till

airtight

Service," they wo uld be
lelping the management of
Marriott's in trying to
achieve "better service."
They behave rather on the
contrary.
They devote

were "for Better

just

gave

The

video

examples of this stuff.
I'm not saying that I'm
naive or want to be kept
that way, but I'd rather go
to a chapel where scripture

sign that said

Letters to m
the Editor \*

listen to

about

there

is

They probably
to put them in

that.

stand for lost cause. But

supposed

am concerned about the

Commons

needed

to claim to be acting for a

way

I

"deductive reasoning" 1
think I can link it to the
soaping of the SUB
fountain on the 21st of
Oct. First the possum had
to be put in the SUB
somewhere between 12-6
at night. This is because
the person in charge in the

airtight plastic bags.
So
they must have needed a
lot of time to take them out
and soap them. It would
take about an hour to do

also appeared to have been

If they

Making people eat food
when it isn't

amount of time that has
been spent on subjects

end

does not justify the means.
And with a little bit of

lypocrites.

with fingers

To the Editor:

this case, surely, the

soaped but the fish (that
they/he) caught and put in

Marriotts people

a threat.

Chapel topics questioned

friend, in

the name they claim. In
other words, I find them

deeds

-Jennifer Cooke

My

improve.

to

FREE SMALL PITCHER OF POP

WITH ORDER OF SMALL PIZZA
G.F.C.

FREE GIANT PITCHER OF POP
WITH MEDIUM OR GIANT
PIZZA ORDERED
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FOX TALKS
What's the most annoying thing your roommate does?

"She

plays
recorder with

"She always wakes
up the first time her
alarm goes off and

the

her

nose.

shames me

into getting

up!"

—Julie-Anne

Edmundson,

"He goes

to

Sr.

bed at

—Dana Hutcheson,

opens

"She

10:30 p.m."

window

"He

the

to see what

the weather

-Paul Rogers, Fr.

Fr.

lets all the

is like

sings in

the

morning when I'm

and

sleeping."

cold air in"

—John

Martinotti, Sr.

--Jackie Stone, Fr.

Album Review

Wellness Center Reoort:

LeFevre

AIDS

"Cracks the Sky"
By Dave Maurer
The

latest release

from Mylon LeFevre and Broken

about as different from their last release as black
Crack the Sky (Myrrh, 1987) doesn't
is from white.
beat around the bush as farasrelating to Christ and being
a Christian, while Look Up (CBS, 1986) was an attempt
at taking music and taking it in front of a non-Christian
audience. Look Up never mentioned Christ or how to
have a relationship with him. Crack the Sky, however,
places the Christian walk on the line. Either you are a
Christian, or you aren't.

Heart

is

Obviously, this straight forward, no compromise
attitude that Mylon and crew have returned to, is what
people have been looking for in their Christian Music.
In its first month of sales, Crack the Sky was the
number one best-selling album in the nation. Since then
the album has remained in the top five. (CCM, top 50

Albums Chart)
Broken Heart opens side one with a truimphant call to
Christ. Crack the Sky asks the Lord to give us strength
in our walk until the day that Christdoes indeed "crack
the sky". "Love God, Hate Sin" follows as a challenge
to all believers to search for the total truth and not just
settle for mediocrity. Mylon's cry for true Christianity

continues in " Let Me Be The One", " So
many times I refused to share about your love and the
way you care. "Cause in my heart I was just afraid to
Let me be the one
tell my friends of the price you paid.
to share the Love of your only son." Mylon doesn't
have to compromise musically in Crack the Sky. He
continues straight ahead rock arid roll that he has become
known for. This album tends to grow on you. Put it on
the stereo and you will be blown away. Listen carefully
and you will be edified and assured tht God is in control...
I think the best summary of this album is stated in the
liner notes. " This album is very special to us because of
what God did in each and every one of us during its
creation.
spent two days in prayer before we started
felt that
this project, but not just to ask for songs.
God was calling us to just "be still and know that I am
God. The sole purpose of our lives and these songs is
to bring glory' to God, through Jesus Christ our Lord."
'

. .

We

We

part IV: Christian

The following
fourth in

a

series

is

the

of articles

presented by the Wellness
Resource Center for public

The WRC,

awareness.

located in Pennington Hall

332, is open from
12-4 p.m. on weekdays.

ext.

By Lisa McMinn, R.N.

AIDS

will

eventually

affect all of us.

Those

who

aren't
affected
physically will carry
emotional scars, economic
burdens, and social unrest.
should ask not only,
"how can we protect
ourselves?" but "what is
our Christian response?"

We

homosexuals;

rising

a

number of heterosexuals
infected as well.
God's plan for genital
sexual expression is in
marriage. Our culture is

are

considering this standard

again as the deadliness of
promiscuity is recognized.
"Safe sex" is only "safer

Latex condoms are
like a suit of armour, but
not without missing
sex."

Condoms are
chinks.
recommended for all
contacts
sexual
(homosexual
and
heterosexual) outside a
monogamous marriage. It

how

unfortunate if we live by
God's standards out of

would Christ have us

fear rather than a desire to

We

need

to

ask

respond to those stricken
with the disease. What

is

honor

God,

but

abstinence

regardless,

marriage

and

involvement would He
have us take in expensive

before

research efforts? What can
we do? One small step we
can take (and many of you
did last Monday) is to
donate blood. The blood

(and marrying a partner of
like mind) is the only
guaran^ed way to avoid

banks

need

donors.
Perhaps previous donors

faithfulness after marriage

acquiring

AIDS

sexually.

and
other
health
care
professions have begun to
Dentists,

nurses

Duty

use
gloves
as
a
precautionary measure to
protect themselves and
from
patients
their
transmitting AIDS through
blood and other body
fluids. It would be wise
for our campus to do
likewise. Regardless of

how low

the risk factor for

AIDS

at George Fox,
having available boxes of

disposable gloves to clean
up vomit, blood, urine,
and feces is a good health

Good general
hygiene becomes more
habit.

significant in environments

(such as dorms) which are
particularly hospitable to

germs.

As our knowledge of
becomes more

AIDS

complete, hopefully our
response will become
more certain. Awareness
of the issue, and deciding
the lifestyle we'll adopt to

protect,

prepare,

epidemic

certainly a
a
Christian response.
is

toward

beginning

realize they are high risk

for carrying the AIDS
virus and should no longer
donate blood. Others may
think they can aquire AIDS

Donald W.

Skei,

D.C

by donating (which
true).

More

is not
than ever the

Red Cross needs people
not at risk of having AIDS

Chiropractic Physician

member

of the President's council of

George Fox College

to donate blood.

. .

Dave Maiuor

Program Director of KFOX, and a Christian Music
Consultant through JIL
Ministries.
In addition to these
responsibilities, Dave is also an avid collector of Christian music
is

Another step Christians
can take is adopting the
lifestyle which minimizes
the spread of AIDS. AIDS
is
not
limited
to

806 East First Street
1

and

minister during this

block east of Newberg Honda

538-7338
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Five hired to part-time staff
By Rich Swingle
Five part-time faculty

members

are

college this

new

to the

They've

fall.

been added to the 18
part-time members already
here.
All five of them
attended colleges on the
west coast, and one even
attended George Fox.
Bruce Sinkbeil and

Dennis

Farber

team- teaching

are

Basic

Concepts in Algebra.
Sinkbeil was a "Screaming
Eagle
at
Eastern
Washington University,
where he received his
1

'

bachelor's degree.
He
then went to
where
he earned his master's
degree. He is a full-time
teacher at Newberg High
school, and teaches his
class at night.
He says
that teaching the class is

WOSC

"tough to do sometimes
after a full day of high
school.

It's

different

from

high school in the respect
of
the
amount of
responsibility.

"My

the fact that its an
change."
interesting

It's

nice in

always

play, and the bonfires
before some of the games.
I played defensive end on
one of the last Bruin
football teams."

notes.
that they

come

Nancy
teaching

been impressed
with the dedication they've
had. I'm enjoying what
I'm doing. I'm glad I took

Division

class. I've

on the challenge."

Martin

Gordon

is

teaching Vertebrate

Embryology.

He

George Fox

for his first

attended

three

years,
before
transferring to OSU.
There he went on to earn a
doctorate in invertebrate
zoology.
Martin has
taught at Seattle Pacific,
OSU, Tulane University
and the University of
MOntana. When he's not
teaching at Fox, he is an
International Marketing
Manager at Climax Portab

He

ballet

in

College, and is a graduate
teaching fellow at the
University of Oregon
School of music.
She
commented, "I'm very
pleased to be here. I've

found the students to be
not only enthusiastic and
but very
dedicated,
I'm looking
talented.
forward to a good year in
the music department."

FRANKLY SPEAKING

.

.

.

phil frank

is

the

CORf?GCT|0M..TW&

of Physical
Education. She received
her bachelor's degree from

XALL IMMERlT

MbSK
(OHATi

Portland StateUniversity.
"I'm enjoying the ballet
class very much," she
"I'm glad George
said.
Fox started it as a class. I
"enjoy teaching it. There
are 17 girls, and they're
trying very hard and
progressing at a good rate.
I think they're excited
about a class where they
can express themselves
with a disciplined type of

movement."

Carole

Stewart

J.

is

in

teaching the course of
Secondary School Music
Methods (Vocal). She has
a master's degree in music

recalls,

from Lewis and Clark

Machine Tools

le

Newberg.

Barram

L.

to

don't

impressions (of

watched the football team

who has a
bachelor's degree from the
University of Oregon, said
"The first difference that I
noticed was that college:

Farber,

students take
Second, I noticed

first

GFC) went back to when I

Bruin Junior a legend
By Darin

Sturdevant

News Flash: Two hour
brawl leaves students
bruised
and beaten
following fight that took
place on campus and
neighboring streets. The
date on the headline is
1970.
Therefore one
might ask whether the

brawl was focused on a
Vietnam War protest.
NO... the fight was over a
bear.
But not just any
bear. The fight was over

Bruin Jr.
"What's a Bruin Jr.?" is
the response from the
majority of GFC students
when asked about this bear
of notoriety.
It wasn't
long ago, however, that

Bruin

was

Jr.

synonomous with
competition,

class

physical

excercise, and brutal
torture of fellow students.

But

now Bruin

existence

is

Jr.'s.

questioned

since no one has seen him
in so long.
Bruin Jr. is actually a
leather bear replica which
is supposed to be fought

over

by

classes*

periodically.

The toy bear has made
appearances
on the
Willamette River during a
race, been thrown
from helicopter during
homecoming celebration,
and even attended a senior
chapel.
Upon his
appearance, the chapel was
immediately dismissed as
students chased Bruin Jr.
and his accompanier
across the stage and out
the door to engage in the
fight for the bear.
raft

Bruin Jr. was not
formally the mascot of
George Fox College until
1970. Prior to the formal
naming of the GFC
Bruins, the school was
represented by a Quakerlylooking fox called "Foxy

Confusion
over

George".

GFC

plagued

mascots from a bruin that
goes back to 1887 to being
called the "Quakers" to
having "Foxy George"
represent the school.

Upon announcing

the

formal mascot would be
that of the Bruin, the

administration

and

students agreed.. .."the fox
has got to go."
In the autumn of 1887, a
Mr. Frank shot and killed
a large black bear in the
hills above Carlton. Mr.
his son Rueben
captured the bear cub and
brought it back to

Before long after the
opening of Pacific College
in 1891, moths and other
agencies caused "Bruin" to

lose his charm.

Amos

The cub was

given to professor George,
Hartly of Pacific Academy

(now GFC).

As

grew older,
problems arose and the
near escaped his pen,
located in what is now
the bear

Creek
called
Hess
Canyon. Finally on his
third escape, "Bruin" did

considerable damage to a
neighbor s chicken coop.
Bruin ended up as a

One former student who
wished
to
remain

gentleman he had always
been." Placed in storage,
the bear was put in a
corner and forgotten.
Ol' Bruin made one more
notable appearance before
becoming the object of

notoriety, the moths
finished off Bruin's fur
coat. What little remained

anonymous said, "What's
wrong with kids today?
Shoot, my memories of

like

more or

less friendly class

encounters.

Stanbrough

tells

spending

students

of

When

the door
swung open, the bear was
caused to move forward,
meeting the person coming

door.

was

mounted on a board and
was to be one of the first
of
in

many articles to follow
a meager museum

started

on campus.

Jr.

outweigh

all

Bruin Jr. was
The replica leather
bear was made exactly to

activities

Thus,

born.

scale of the original Bruin.
"I remember when it

CRESCENT
EDITOR....

of

ASCGFC

At present,

directors

are
looking into the possibility
of recapturing Bruin Jr.'s
previous fame.

WRITERS....

head of a

car,"

Julie

Cooke
Isaac

Darin

Sturdevant
Aaron Howard

Melanie

Carson
Springer

Barbie flfcCuen

PRODUCTION
STAFF....

Rich

Swingle

Ken

Redford

ever

Camua

Eric

Ricbey

to

Stanbrough, the bear even
attended many class
functions "The class of
1929 took him all the wa>

Lake Oswego on

Jennifer

Kristin

Halloween escapades, the
senior
class
took

to

STAFF

BUSINESS MANAGER....

"The yell with which
Bruin was greeted could
have been heard the full
length of Main Street,"
Stanbrough remembers.
Following the bears

According
skin

Bruin

my college experiences."

out.

stolen.

bear

in the school

furnace.

one

"spiriting"
(stealing) the bear out of
the museum.
Locating
him next to a lodge hall
where a faculty meeting
was taking place the

where he was sold by the

The

ended up

lacking."

Halloween

Newberg Meat Market
pouijd.

Sometimes they did but
only after a great deal of

used to mean something to
M
'own' Bruin Jr...
said
Alunmi Gary Stenson.
"From what I've heard,
Bruin Jr.'s popularity is

planning.
Finally in the mid-30's
after a 40-year tale of

posession of Bruin's skin
which was kept in metal
milk can, padlocked and
chained to a student so
the skin would not be

delicacy, available at the

Other classes attempted
to get the bearskin.

Stanbrough wrote,
to look more
a tramp than like the

"He began

Frank and

Newberg.

said.

the

Stanbrough

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Eric

Ricbey

3oshua Nauman
Ken

Marsbburn

1
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GFC named
we

"Obviously

are

elated," said President

Stevens,

Ed

following

national

reporting of
George Fox College as
one of "America's Best
Colleges."

The October 26 issue of

&

"U.S. News
World
Report" devotes 30 pages
to a cover-story special on
the nation's college's

and

universities.

In
the
category
"Midwestesrn and Western
Liberal Arts Colleges"
fifteen
schools
are
selected.

George Fox

is

ranked

12th.
The
geographic area includes
184 colleges in the
category west of the
Alleghenies and north of
the

Mason-Dixon

line.

The

puts the
college in the top seven

George Fox is
Oregon college

the category of
"National Liberal Arts
College" Reed College is
In

also listed, also in 12th.
The poll involved college

President

College

Edward F.
named

Stevens has been

one

of

32

college

presidents in the nation to
serve on the new National

Association

of

Intercollegiate Athletics

(NAIA)

Council

of

Presidents.

Stevens was elected by

is

one of 32

districts in the nation.

He

has been designated
for a three -year term,
serving until 1990. The
newly-created council will
meet twice anually, in the
fall and in March in
conjunction with the

NAIA's

basketball

championship tournament
in Kansas City, Mo. First

"I

reported,
included
cohesiveness of the

times

presidents submit names
for candidates, then to vote
district
select
a
to
Stevens
representative.
had a plurality of votes at
the nomination level and
was declared the new
representative without a

been
College

has

Fox

George

since

college

a

mentioned as being

Augustana

College from 1967-71.
He then left coaching for
business management then
turned
college
to
administration at Sioux
Falls College, where he
was assistant to the
president before assuming

George

the

five

«Fox

presidency.

BED &

was
among

Seven

George

schools in

its

grouping.

There are nine categories

on the

1987 classification of
of higher
institution
education by the Carnegie
Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching.

Following the initial
rankings of colleges, the
World
"U.S. News
Report" article has a
concluding chart, "Vital

&

Statistics" the lists

George

introduced with
the statement: "If you're
interested in the nation's

Fox.

It is

great to receive this type of

best colleges, you'll want
to know how selective
they are." It then reports
SAT and
scores and
the percentages of students

unsolicited publicity,"
Stevens said.

accepted from students
applying this year at the

"This

is

national

recognition and we have
often felt we were a
well-kept secret, so it's

ACT

top-ranked colleges.

"There are evidently a
number of college

Among the nation's
colleges just one other
member of the 13 -member
nation Christian College

presidents who believe we
are doing a good job being faithful to our
mission as a Christian
liberal
arts
college,"

Consortium is named —
Taylor University in

Stevens said.

Indiana.

PFFTHE LEASH w

by W.

B.

Park

Fox

College students have been
selected
to
become
members of the college's

1987-88

Bruin

host/hostess organization.
Members are in charge of
hospitality for the college's

Coleman Wheeler Sports
Center games and for
special campus events.

Formed

15 years ago,

the organization provides
services to basketball
audiences in the 1,500-seat
center: welcoming guests
at the door, taking tickets,

programs
news media and

distributing
assisting

statistics crews, providing
information, and helping
with pre- and post-season

get-togethers.

"Joey,
this

know how fast you are, but
guy's a special problem."
I

Returning to lead the
organization

Schuck,

is

Christine

senior

a

business/economics major
Ariel,

New

assistant basketball

at

was

Hosts selected

in her third year.

later

of

list

colleges

from

was an
coach

to have

The survey's

College Association.
Stevens, who has a
doctoral degree in higher
education, marketing and
management, has a
background in education,
business and coaching.
He started his career as a
teacher and basketball

your

The plan was

was

the
national Christian College
Consortium. In June he
stepped down as president
of the Oregon Independent

appreciate

f

1983.

named chairman of

coach in Nebraska,

willingness to take this on
and to serve on behalf of
all of us in impotant
work," Pacific Universtiy
President Robert F. Duvall
wrote Stevens. "It s clear
that
a
lot
of your
colleagues think highly of
you."

academic
their
for
innovations as well as
schools making exemplary
develop
to
efforts
students' moral character.

The criteria to be
considered, the magazine

Sept.

25-26.

in

"best"

were

meetings

excelling in the humanities

and

compiled by category,
based on the number of

president

Idaho and

Presidents also were
asked for lists of schools

those classified in the same
category as their own.
Each college, therefore,
was judged by a jury of its
peers.

Earlier this year he

includes private and public
colleges in Oregon and

in the poll, based

to single out colleges noted

the 15 college presidents in

which

students and the overall
atmosphere of learning
fostered by the campus.

10 schools providing the
"best"
undergraduate
education from among

NAIA

district 2,

the top 10 by presidents of

science and
technology and were asked

second vote.
Stevens, 47,

Page

curriculum, quality of
teaching, relationship
between faculty and

and university presidents.
They were asked to select

Stevens appointed
to council
George Fox

1987

one of the nation's best

listing

percent.
the only
ranked.

6,

Wash. She

members

is

are

Brenda Bains, a senior
interdisciplinary major

from Portland; Mark
Douglas, a sophomore
elementary education
major from West Linn; and
Cherynn Kast, a junior
language arts teaching
major from Glenns Ferry,
Idaho.

Also chosen are Toby
Long, a senior chemistry
major from Walla Walla,
Wash.; Catherine O'Neil,
a

senior

business/economics major

from Poway, Calif.; and
Johnathan Telfer, a

Kelty Estate
675

HWY 99W* LAFAYETTE, ORE.
CALL 864*3740 for reservations!
Bob

>RV

&

PARK with full hook-ups-

Anything for breakfast
($40 double) & ($45 king)

Margaret Butler

sophomore

BED TIME SNACKS
SERVED 7 \>\\ 16 PM

Christian

-

ministries major from
Aurora, Ore.
Members are selected
from applicants by a
committee of students and

Pie

ess

personnel.

$1,45

Choice of selected pies

Chips and Salsa Snack
Urnil 2 refills on chips

Micro Burger and Small

Pt*p $1. 25

Just a chip off the ole cow

college administrators,

including representation
from college relations,
sports information and
athletic
department

and Coffee Deal

French Fries and Small Pop

601 E. 1st

St.,

Newberg

$1.15

538-2600
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Pray to

to

D. C. and Costa Rica
By

Barbie

McCuen

Would you like
student
on

ASP

be a

to

the
"Washington campus" of

GFC,

or does receiving an

education in Costa Rica
sound more your style?
Senior Katrina Baker of

Salem,

and

junior
Silliman of

Christine

Newberg, chose
in Costa Rica

the

in

LASP

programs

Program

American

Designed for juniors and
seniors, the program
provides unique ways to
demonstrate and proclaim
a faith in Jesus Christ

while

furthering

educational interests.

LASP has expanded
from the American Studies
Program

(ASP)

in

Washington D.C. ASP
was organized in 1976 to

nation's
seat
government, there

is

language

and seminar
designed to

deepen

one's

understanding of Latin
culture. It also
involves traveling to other
Latin American countries.
At the close of each
seminar and internship,
students are provided with
a written evaluation from
the ASP/LASP faculty. In
return,
each student
completes a personal

evaluation

of

the

of

experiences. Both reports
are sent to GFC with a
recommended grade for
the courses. GFC faculty
review the evaluations and
assign the grades that will
appear in the

an

permanent record.

let
Christian college
students study in the
nation's capitol for a
semester.
Set in the

GFC

emphasis

on political
science, economics, and
government.
However,
applicants from all fields
of study are encouraged.
Specific seminars and
internships are assigned
according to participant
interest.

ASP

is

a

highly

competitive and intense
program, open to only 40
participants a semester.

LASP
more

is

newer and needs
participants.

Participantss should be in
their junior or senior year,

~

After

2000
years.

the world

needs to

still

know Him.

At Bethel, the foundation for ministry is solid Biblical knowledge communicated effectively through
broad practical skills. Take the Scriptures seriously.
Learn how to be Christ's servant in a needy world.
Programs lead to the M.A., M. Div., Th.M, and
D.Min. degrees. Write to Director of Admissions:

Bethel Theological

Seminary
Dr. Millard J. Erickson, Dean
3949 Bethe! Drive, St. Paul, MN 55112 or
4747 College Ave., San Diego. CA 92115

A

both

spiritually.

It

and

is

also

recommended

that they
courses in U.S.

Except for the $100

relations,

focuses on both

Christian
College
Consortium Exchange
Program known as the
Latin American Studies

(LASP).

GFC

of
socially

representation

(LASP).

international affairs, and
the presidency.
Internships are for the
entire semester.
ASP
internships in Washington,
D.C. are comparable to
GFC "field experience."

are

be

issues as domestic policy,

this

campus this semester.
Baker and Silliman

a 2.75 GPA,
positive
a

at least

and

Past seminars
have
centered around such

economic

fall

have

take
History, U.S. Government, or Political Science
and First-year Spanish

to study

while receiving grades and
credits at GFC. In other
words, they have made
Costa Rica their college

participants

instruction is
divided between seminars
and internships. Seminars
carry two credits and last
one month. Students are
able to complete three or
four seminars during the
semester in the program.

Ministry of the Baptist General Conference

application fee,

all billing

done through GFC. As

is

of

last spring's session,
the four month program
cost $4,200, and the three

month

program

cost

These costs can
be met through loans,
grants, scholarships, and
financial aid.
Trans$3,570.

portation costs are covered
by the participant.

Applicants are accepted

on a

rolling basis.

program sound

If this

like

it

could be beneficial for
you, contact Hector Munn
in the Registrars Office or
at

Page

extension 230.

start the

six

day

By Rich Swingle

said, "I

Here at George Fox, a
major philosophy is the
integration of faith and

than just a habit. If you
use it to quiet down a
class, you may be using it
more as a trick than

learning. A big part of that
philosophy is prayer in the
classroom.
Prayer in public schools
has been a controversial
topic in recent news, and
some of that controversy
has spilled into the

Christian

college

community.
Estella

Morgan,

frosh.,

shed some light on the
controversy,

saying,

"I

think when it's used right
a real asset to the class,
but if the professor does it
it's

because he feels it's
his duty, then it's not
doing him or the class any
good."
just

Also along those lines,
David Kinard, frosh.,
said, "I think
it's

sincere.

it's

great if

There are a

lot

of teachers that do it just
because it's a Christian
college, and there is no
sincerity involved."
One professor who uses
that philosophy in his
classroom is Dr. Orkney,
biology department.

He

want

it

be more

to

actually praying."

Dr. Stansell, Christian
ministries, agreed, saying,
I try not to use it to quiet
people down. I think it
needs to be spontaneous in
that we don't do it every

I like to do
day.
it
especially with the eight
o'clock class to start out

the day."

Dr. Hobbs, Christian
ministries department,
said, "My point of view is
to have Christ at the

and for this reason,
usually try to incorporate
prayer into the lesson."
Teaching with a similar
center,
I

view point

is

Dr.

Hannum,

physical science dept.,
although he doesn't use it
in every class, he feels "It
can add a different
dimension to the class. It
gives a different insight on
the day and the way things
are going."

the

controversy

continues.

And so will the

So

prayers.
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Telecom majors tour L.A.
By Barbie McCuen

On August

fully responsible for trip
expenses, which averaged
at $100 a day. The UCLA
campus provided food and
housing.

1987,

16,

George Fox students
took their studies beyond
a
confines
of
the
three

M.W.'s purpose

to
give college students in the
U.S. a "taste" of the

classroom.

For telecommunication
majors Curtis Hadley, Bill

entertainment industry. In

Englehorn, and Katie
Johnson, one week in the
career field showed them
the aspects of their major
that could never be found

industry.

in a classroom.

tried to

Accompanied

seven days the workshops
tried to provide the
students with a feel for the

Center.

&

is

a business

industry

-

the

movie

not

is

just

glamorous actresses and
rich lifestyles.
Much
transpires behind the
scenes in film production

Video

The group of

and the

seven flew to Southern
California for seven days
of seminars and tours with
a group called the Media
Workshops Organization
(M.W.).
This was the first time
GFC had taken part in the
workshops. The trip was
initiated b> Kaeth and the

MW program

lets

students see this important
aspect of the industry.
The functions, roles, and
skills of directors and
producers are clarified by
letting students see a few
days in the life of the

entertainment industry.
The participants toured

campus Moving Image
Society.

The workshops
impress upon the

"Gone With the
Wind," and "Rocky II"
were filmed.
Lorimar

four

Students were

major production
At the top of the

studios.

WHAT'S WAR REALLY LIKE?

of the national

taping

show which

television

now on the

Television

MGM)
shows

(formerly

the setting for
such as "Dallas,"
is

"Dynasty,"

"Knots

Landing,"

and "The
Waltons." The group also
toured the 20th

Fox and CBS

Century

Studios.

A

highlight of trip was
the visit to the L.A. Times.

This paper is
the

known

having

circulation

for

largest

any

of

newpaper

in the world.
Students were allowed the
opportunity to see what
goes on within the walls of
the Times and talk with
several of the editors.

experience, also

air.

Taylor s

Nov.

Although

Hueth

"When

I

crowd

Moslem

YouVe

down face
hear how

to face with a

YOUR chance to

Vietnam Veteran and
life of this one

the war effected the

person.

This contest has two

we

PARTS:

In the

first

part

ask you to interview a Vietnam Veteran
in the
second part we ask you to

and

what you think and feel about what you
heard by writing something or making a work

express

of art or music

DEADLINE:

Jan 15, 1988

TO ENTER: Send for THE INTERVIEW A
VET CONTEST BOOKLET CCCO 2208
South

St.,

Philadelphia,

This contest
Inc.,

the

is

19146 215-54S4626.

sponsored by Veterans for Peace

The Vietnam
Central

PA

Veterans Against the

Committee

for

War and

Conscientious

Objectors.

ASES

15-23

album

Taylor's best.

KFOX

$100

industry.

Ml
ADVERTISE IN THE
CRESCENT
Selling your text books?

Dave Maurer, Program
that this party is

said
free to the

away

are giving

Do you want to buy

KFOX,

lots of

merchandise, and the only
way people can win is if

come to the party."
The Steve Taylor Video
Party will be held on
Wednesday, November

with Myrrh Records and
JIL Ministries to bring
Steve Taylor's newest

album to the GFC campus
even before it hits the
major retail stores. On

11th at 9:30

Heacock
There

is

pm

Do you want a new roomate?
Why not advertise in the
Crescent for only seven cents
word you can place your
advertisement and just watch
per

the results

come

in.

For more information
contact Jennifer Cooke ext
322 or Sub Box A.

in the

Commons.
no admission

charge.

Wednesday, November
11th, in the Heacock

Commons

at 9:30 pm, the
Steve Taylor Video Party
comes to the campus.

KFOX

will be giving

away over $100 worth of
albums and other prizes.
In addition, Limelight, the

60 minute concert video
will be shown.
This
award winning film was
shot in Castle Ashby,
England and includes

up-close

discussions with Taylor.
This party promises to be
r\-f

-fun

yV^ERC54MTlLE
538-1991
tea

coffee

spices

candy
honey

mugs

papergoods
Oregon products

creative

stationary
gift

wrap

pen/pencils
organizers

Something unique

text

books?

they

has teamed up

several

PRIZES
$500

Good" and "I
Morrison's
this

the field. The foundations
they are laying while at
school will surely be put to
the
test
in
the
media/entertainment

Upon

campus and he encourages
everyone to come. "We

Grave,"

sit

telecommunication majors
GFC many value
judgements will have to be
made if they continue in
at

Hadley,

"We Blowed Up The

promises to be one of

Rambo, Top Gun, Platoon and

seen

Full Metal Jacket Now's

It is a business in
ethics and morals
are challenged. For the 34

Englehorn, and Johnson
also had a positive

Director for

Jim

entertainment

better.

to the

Christian influence.

of

which

claims Hueth.

Students

games

industry is a business with
professionals striving to be

"That was the
highlight of my trip!"

producer Dave
Perkins and songs like

Dug

like this before!

The

The crowd had

Lord.

1

With

Clinic Real

There's never been a contest

rousing
Pictionary.

latest featured

On November 1st, Steve
Taylor released his newest
album, / Predict 1990.

CONTEST

seen
Several nights
while others went out and
partied, Hueth and the
students gathered together
a group and played some

blocked the intersection.
That night, on a street
corner in L.A., Hueth led
a Shiite

much

is

GFC.

at

listening to a street

preacher.

appearance was

different than what

went down there

(Southern Cal.) that was
not what was in the
forefront of my mind,"
stated Hueth. On the sixth
day of the trip, he
stumbled across a large

our dry musical taste buds.

Vet

their

thoroughly enjoyed his six
hours with "She's the
Sheriff," the best part of
the trip for him was
leading a man to Christ.

seemed to go on forever.
But just as the rain came to
the parched Willamette
Valley, so the rain came on

Interview a

as

shock.
The
diversity of the people and

It has been two long and
dry years since Steve
Taylor released On The
Fritz.
To many Taylor
"clones" this drought

Put Yourself in His Shoes:

known

culture

Six hours on the set of
"She's the Sheriff," a

sitcom starring Suzanne
Sommers, was another
high point of the trip. The
students enjoyed seeing
first-hand the blocking and

Los Angeles they
an inter-cultural

arrival in

faced

is

"E.T.,"

students that entertainment

by

professor Alan Hueth, the
three GFC students joined
two students from Linfield
College and one from the

Northwest Film

is

was Laird International
Studios.
Here such
movies as "Citizen Kane,"
list

for the price

gifts

cards
folk art

kitchen gifts
bath gifts

wallpaper
you can

afford!

*
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Harriers find competition sparse
By Melanie Springer

Aaron Howard ran the

After a six hour trip to La
Grande, the George Fox
cross country team was
faced with a frustrating

8,000 meter course in
26:44 to win. The second
place runner, from Eastern
Oregon, was injured in the
fourth mile and had to pull
Therefore, Eastern
out.

dilemna There was no
competition for the
women, and only a few
opposing runners for the
men.
However, the two teams
ran the course, and,
needless to say, both
teams won.
In

process,

the

the
three

recorded
personal bests, and two

Bruins

season bests.

For the men, freshman

Oregon was incomplete,
and the Bruins won the
meet with 15 points.
Freshman Vanni Tilzey
finished second for the
Bruins in 27:13, followed
by junior Larry Mock in
27:20. Pat Hall, freshman,
was fifth in a personal best
27:38, and senior Randy
Swigart was seventh in a
season best 28:14 to round
out the top five.

Best season
was a week to
remember for the George
Fox College soccer
It

Bruins:
*** the

Newberg squad

its regular season
9-3-1, best ever in
four-year-old program.
**.* for the first time the
Bruins beat an Idaho team.

boosted

mark to

***

GFC

home

finally lost a
game, ending a

14-in-a-row

string,

including scrimmages and
games last season.

*** freshman standout
Dan LaVeine boosted to
five the number of games
in which he's scored a
hat-trick of three goals.

Tim

Coach

Tsohantaridis'
squad
downed an Idaho squad
for the first time

when

it

edged visiting Northwest
Nazarene 2-1 Friday night
(Oct. 30) in front of a large

Bruin crowd.

The following afternoon
saw their home

fell

For

women,

the

freshman Kristin Potts

won

the

meet

in 19:12.

"inner-squad"

Melanie
Springer and Michelle
Lang, sophs., found their
way back on course after
getting

to finish
third in 20:13

lost

second and
and 20:22, respectively.
It

was a season

snapped when

they,

by the same 2-1 score

to College of Idaho.

best for

Lang.

Sophomores Dianne
Petersen was fourth in
20:32, Marta Shields

series

followed a 6-1 walk over

Columbia

Christian
Tuesday afternoon (Oct.
27) in Newberg. In that
game LaVeine, from
boosted his
Tigard,
three-goal games to five.

It

was

halfback Craig Walker,
Seattle, just one minute
and 12 seconds later to
score from 35 yards out

off

we

did."

Neither team scored in
the second half until at the

27 minuted mark

GFC

junior forward Tim Hyatt,
Grants Pass, connected on
a hustle shot from left of
goal. The shot ran across
and caught the right corner
for the game's opening
score.

The win pushed

wasn't until nearly 15
minutes later that the
It

Crusaders

equalized,

catching the Bruins off
guard with a goal off a
corner kick.

Are you tired of paying high prices for Christian albums? JIL Ministries would like to help
you out. You can buy albums or cassetts for
$7 to $8.50 (CD's $14 to $16). These albums
are all new and never opened. So don't pay
alot, let us help you save money! Send the list
of albums you want and we'll give you the best

the

Bruin home win string to
14, only to be broken the
next day in the first game
this season played in the
rain.

,

Dave Maurer

SUB box 214
George Fox College

14.

Freshman Elaine Payne
was seventh in 25:25 to
round out the

them."

field.

"This only demonstrates
that we are capable of
running a lot better than
we have," said coach Wes
Cook. "Because we ran
just as well without
competition as we did with
competition."

The Bruins have this
weekend off, and then
travel to Salem for the

Oregon

Western

is

favored to win both the

mens and womens' team
titles. The top two teams
1

will advance to finals at

The
Kenosha, Wis.
be
will
Bruin men
Southern
challenging
Oregon for that spot, while

district II

the women will be facing
off against Linfield for the
final berth, according to

meet

Cook.

at

championship
Bush Pasture Park

Spikers head for
Nationals
By Melanie

The

Springer

Lady

Bruin

Three Lady Bruins made

NCCAA district all-star

volleyball team pulled
together in the nick of
time. After suffering nine
losses out of twelve

team. Juniors Kim Meche
and Katie Lang, and senior

games, the George Fox
squad won the National

Andrea Marthaller

Christian College District 8

championship

and

qualified for the national

Nov

the

were
seven
member team. Grant was
also awarded "Coach of

awarded

all

the

to

the Year" for the district.

11-14

at Indianapolis, Ind.

A

corner kick and
ensuing head shot by
Coyote Terry Smith was
the only score of the
opening half with College
of Idaho. Both teams had
trouble finding a weakness
of the other.

George Fox defeated
Concordia College in the
championship game last
Monday night at Western
Baptist college to claim the
District 8 title.
The
deciding score was 15-12,
15-9.

After

Finally, with 12:57 lert
LaVeine tied the
game and fans shook off

to play,

came to life,

anticipating a possible
But
over- time contest.
College of Idaho scored
the winning goal with just

minutes
The Bruins
had one more chance,

under

four

remaining.

however, when, with just
* under a minute left, a
^corner kick ball bounced
off the goal bar and leaped
out of bounds.
Statistics tell a game of
Bruin dominance. George

Fox with 36

shots

on

Earlier in the evening,
the Lady Bruins defeated
Columbia Christian in two
games, 15-6, 15-12 to

reach the finals.

Lady Bruins

George Fox this week
was scheduled in the
Association
tournament

Region 8
Wednesday (Nov. 4) in
Portland at Concordia
College. Saturday (Nov.
7) at 3 p.m. George Fox

the

lost

remaining two games of
the week.

On

George
Western
in
State
Oregon
Monmouth, and lost
Tuesday,
to

10-15, 4-15, 15-4, 4-15.
"Our attention wasn't on
the match at hand," said

"We

Grant.

weren't

"The girls played with a
lot of intensity," said
coach Steve Grant. "We
were a very motivated

really tough against us,"

team."

he

mentally ready to play.

"Western Oregon served
said.

heels

After they beat the
Columbia Christian team
handily in the first game,
the "lost

momentum in the

second game," said Grant.
"Fortunately, we had

momentum enough

to

finish the match."

goal,

College of Idaho with 18.

an

"riding

emotional high" from the
championship win, the

Fox went

Athletic
JIL Ministries c/o

on Nov.

"This will be a good
challenge for us," said
Cook. "The men certainly
have their work cut out for

tournament on

National Christian College

cut rate price.

Dawne

best 24:14 for sixth place.

.

Northwest

halftime deadlock. "They
(NNC) were physically a
very big team," said
Tsohantaridis, "We needed
to overcome that aspect
and late in the second half

23:27, and

Bourasa got a personal

unknown

an

defender's head to assure
the GFC victory.

Nazarene both squads
played impressive defense
to end in a scoreless

fifth in

freshman

took

the water and

the Bruins
string

weekend

With

finish eleventh.

Soccer Bruins

for
The

Scott Brown, fr., was
ninth in 30:09, and Vance
Godfrey, fr., recorded a
personal best 30:39 to

Concordia had taken
Warner Pacific to three
games in the match

"We were on

the

our

whole night

because of the intensity
they attacked us with."
Friday night the Lady
Bruins faced a "flawless"
Linfield squad, and fell in
three games, 6-15, 6-15,
6-15.
"The girls didn't play
badly, we just weren't able
to find the holes," said
Grant. "I have to give the
of credit for
girls lots

an excellent
game."
Because of funds needed
for the trip east, the squad
is holding several fund

preceding the final game,
and so were "a little
drained," according to
Grant. But when it came
to game time, "both teams
were ready to play, and

playing

sufficiently rested," said

against the faculty last

raisers including a

game

